Handelshaus Runkel
Biogene Treib- und Schmierstoffe
Pflanzenöltechnik . Biotechnologien

INFO 017
1000 L IBC Container-System

Condition of Container Changement
For the distribution of the Vegetable-Fuel-Additives DX 52 Series (CombustionAdditives) and PW 1 (Cold-Flow Improver Additive and Thinner) Handelshaus Runkel
offers a Container System with 1000 L IBC-Containers. The containers are UN
approved what allows the transport of dangerous goods. The Container Base is
made of plastic. So the containers can be used as removable container.
The Client with the following address is willing to take part in this changementsystem. He agrees to pay 280,- Euro net. for the acquisition of the first container.
The container is than in his possession and might be used in the container
changement system until the expiration date.
The client declares with his signature, that he will handle the Containers carefully and
to put no other Fluids in than on the label. Change-Containers have to be given back
clean and without damage.
Containers which will be used in this changement system also have to have the
original labelling of Handelshaus Runkel and no others.
The Containers are only accepted for a changement, if the mentioned
conditions are given.
Should it be determined that other liquids has been placed in or the appearance is
not given, the withdrawal may be denied. And the client has to take back this
container at its expense and to pay trading house Runkel the container with 280,Euro.
With his signature the client declares to accept this condition.
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